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Nixon remains critical
LONG BEACH. Calif (AP) -Former
President Richard M. Nixon may be
bleeding internally attain, his doctors
said yesterday after examining him
The doctors said it is possible a slight
decrease in Nixon's hemoglobin level
was caused not by bleeding but
"normal hemodilution." a temporary
decrease in red blood cell
concentration from cells wearing out
normally
But "we are keeping in mind that
this is a slow oozing of blood into the
retroperitonaeal I behind the abdomen I
area." Drs John C. Lungren and Eldon
B Hickman said in a written
statement
THE PHYSICIANS said they hoped
to pinpoint soon the cause of the
decreased hemoglobin level, which
was detected in the morning
Nixon remained in critical condition
for a third day. though his vital signsblood pressure, pulse and heart beatwere stable.
He was described by the doctors as
being in "excellent spirits and alert to
all that is going around him.
However, "the possibility still exists
for further complications. It is still
premature to offer a prognosis at this
time "
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PRESIDENT FORD was flying to
Los Angeles. 2S miles north of the
hospital, for a Republican campaign
dinner
A hospital spokesman and Ford's
press secretary have said that Ford
had no plans to visit Nixon.
Press Secretary Ron Nessen said
Ford was watching Nixon's condition
carefully, however
Nixon has received four blood
transfusions, including one unit of
"packed red blood cells." on
Wednesday, since he went into shock
for three hours from internal bleeding
shortly after phlebitis surgery
Tuesday

Witness calls Kent incident 'bizarre'
CLEVELAND (AP> "It seemed so
bizarre I thought they were firing
blanks."
That testimony came Friday from
John P. Filo. a former Kent State
University student, who watched the
May 4. 1970 shootings which left four
students dead and nine wounded
"I wanted to take a picture of the
shooting when I realized live
ammunition was being used I got my
camera, but by that time, the shooting
had stopped." he told U.S. District
Court
Filo. now an Associated Press
photographer in Springfield. Ill . was
the second witness to appear in the
trial of eight former Ohio National
Guardsmen 1ONG1 indicted in the
shootings.
FILO SAID he started taking
pictures when he stepped out of Taylor
Hall and saw students and guardsmen
facing each other across the college
commons
He said about 500 students jeered and
threw rocks at an ONG jeep which was
running around the commons, its

passengers telling students to disperse
Later guardsmen fired several
canisters of tear gas into the crowd.
and persons in the crowd threw some
back. Filo said.
Filo took pictures on a football
practice field after crossing Blanket
Hill, where the shooting look place.
from Taylor Hall
HE SAID rocks and other objects
were being thrown at guardsmen by
students massed on the practice field
and in a parking lot nearby.
Guardsmen advancing toward
students were stopped by a fence at the
practice field and started retreating.
Filo said.
He said a guardsman was hit on the
helmet by a rock and turned in the
direction it oame from but took no
other action
When the guard was halfway back up
the hill, three or four more rocks were
thrown. On top of the hill were another
100 or 200 students, he said.
He said that was 15 or 20 seconds
before the deadly 13-second burst of
gunfire.

IN ANSWER to a question from chief
government attorney Robert A
Murphy. Filo said he saw no rush ol
students toward the guard before the
shooting
After the shots, he just stood
stunned. Filo testified
Then he saw students picking
themselves up off the ground and the
injured hopping away.
On the roadway at the edge ol the
parking lot. about 200 feet away, he
saw a body At the time, he didn't know
who it was Later, it turned out to be
Jeffrey Miller, one of the four students
killed. Filo said
He said he also saw two cars
damaged by bullets and took pictures
of them.
UNDER cross-examination by
defense lawyer CD. Lambros. Filo
said he had heard in the Taylor Hall
laboratory that a demonstration was
planned that day. Its purpose was to
protest U.S. involvement in Cambodia
and the presence of the guard on
campus.
Filo identified several photos shown

him by Murphy, saying they were
pictures he took that day
Earlier, a visual information
specialist for the FBI. Horace A
Heafner, told the court he was on the
campus from May 7 to 17. preparing
charts and diagrams of the campus
from aerial photographs and personal
observations.
On cross-examination, he admitted
there were minor discrepancies
between the photos and the charts
Alleged omissions were pointed out
by defense attorney Bernard
Stuplinski
IN RESPONSE to a question.
Heafner said he put on the charts only
what he was instructed to by Murphy.
The defense objected to the charts
being entered into the trial record but
was overruled by Chief U.S. District
Judge Frank Battlsti.
The ex-guardsmen were indicted last
March 29 by a federal grand jury that
spent nearly three months
investigating the shootings and the
events that led up to them.

RON ZIEGLER. Nixon's former
press secretary and now his chief aide,
said Wednesday that the 61-year-old
Nixon almost died from the bleeding
Sidestepping whether Nixon's life
was endangered. I)r Lungren said in a
statement Wednesday that he hoped
that hemorrhaging had been arrested
He said the former president was
receiving medication for pain and
occasional nausea.
Nixon's wife. Pat, and daughters.
Tricia and Julie, were spending most
of the day and night in Nixon's suite,
part of an intensive care ward at
Memorial Hospital Medical Center of
Long Beach, and were visiting him
brief ly every hour. the doctors said
Dr. Lungren said fluctuations
detected in Nixon's hemoglobin level
were probably not caused by internal
bleeding, as indicated earlier
DR. JAMES A. Harper, a surgeon
who participated in Nixon's operation
for phlebitis Tuesday, said the former

president could remain on the critical
list from 24 to 72 more hours.
"I'd say as long as he continues this
way. we can expect a gradual
improvement." Dr. Harper said.
But he warned. "It's a matter of
monitoring for several days 1 know
Dr. Lungren said that he could turn
sour on us at any time, but we have no
indication of that."
DR. ELDON B. Hickman. who also
operated on Nixon, said Nixon "seems
to be handling it well, his outlook Is
cooperative. He is somewhat annoyed
by the constant monitoring by medical
instruments at Nixon's bedside, but
that is normal "
Drs Lungren. Harper and Hickman
held a 10-minute news conference.
They said they called In for
consultation a UCLA professor of
thoractic medicine and cardiology. Dr.
Don Mulder
Dr. Mulder has advised them to
"follow a conservative tfourse of
treatment." thev said.

'Toilet tissue issue'
strikes football fans
By Marcta Cwlk
Staff Reporter
People going to Saturday's
football game may be
experiencing less than "cushy
comfort" in the restrooms. and
may be getting wiped out in the
stands due to students taking
rolls of toilet paper from the
restrooms to throw at the game.
The toilet tissue issue centers
around the practice of it being
"vogue for students to bring it to
the stadium and throw it with
reckless abandon" after the
Falcons score a touchdown,
according to Robert Moyers,
sports information director.
Moyers said the practice
causes two problems: the toilet
paper could be thrown in way
that might injure fans, and the
restrooms are becoming
"victims of petit larceny"
because of the thievery.
He said that although students
usually confine their tossing to
post Falcon scoring, some fans
were using people-particularly
Freddie Falcon-as a target.
"THE MAIN concern is that
someone could be injured."
Moyers said.
The athletic department has
been receiving complaints about
the lack of toilet paper in
restrooms, Moyers said, but
officials are unsure how to stop
its theft
"We obviously are not going
to be able to police the restrooms

to stop toilet paper thieves." he
said.
Roscoe ('rum
custodial
supervisor, said custodians
install between 40 and 50 rolls of
toilet paper in Stadium
restrooms at one time, but that
spectators "rip it out as fast as
we put it in."
Crom said, however, that he
doesn't hold only University
students responsible for the
paper pilfering
"I WOULDN'T SAY ill just
student* here at school I would
say it's other people, loo, Crom
said
Crom added that custodial
services has run out of toilet
paper on previous occasions and
has had to call in special orders
for more
"The waste of it is ridiculous."
he said. "If we ever run out.
we're in trouble."
But despite the gravity of the
problem. Moyers said, there are
at present no plans to crack
down
"We're not going to announce
over the loudspeaker, 'the next
person throwing toilet paper will
be asked to leave the game." be
said
Moyers added that he expects
no special problems at
tomorrow's Ohio University
game, even though it will Be "a
very, very festive occasion."
"I don't think just because it's
Ohio University everyone will
bring a roll of toilet paper." he
said

Homecoming rolls on
with 'roaring' activities
University students and alumni can
have two days of entertainment
tomorrow and Sunday as the "Roaring
Re-Occurrence" Homecoming rolls on.
Dixieland music and dance will be
featured in the Alumni Association's
"Big Top" tent all weekend The tent,
in the parking lot south of the Stadium,
will be open tomorrow from 11 am -1
p.m. and again from 4 p.m -midnight.
Sunday hours will be 2-10 p.m
Admission is 12 each day. and tickets
are available at the Union Ticket
Office
The final production of "And Miss
Reardon Drinks A Little" in Joe E
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Brown Theatre will be presented at 8
p.m. Saturday.
Tickets are now on sale for (2 for
adults, $1 for high school students and
f .50 for University students.
Also slated for tomorrow night is the
UAO campus movie. "Little Big Man."
which will be shown in the Main
Auditorium of University Hall at 7
p.m.

•

A SELECTION of
"roaring
twenties" movies will also be shown in
105 Hanna Hall al 11pm
Sunday's events include a Collegiate
Chorale concert at 4 p.m. in the Main
Auditorium and an 8 pm. performance
by "Mummenschanz," a Swiss mime
group, also in the Main Auditorium.
The Bowling Green football team
will meet Ohio University's team at
1:30 p.m. Saturday. The game will be
preceded by the presentation of the
Homecoming queen and court.
At halftime. the University
Marching Band will salute Duke
Ellington. Jazz saxophonist Candy
Johnson, a 1968 graduate who
performed with Ellington, will be
featured.

Early-morning fog, brought on by warm weather, shrouds a class-bound student (Newsphoto by Mike Passarello)
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endorsements
The News endorses Democrat John H. Glenn (or election to the U.S.
Senate. Glenn baa had experience aa chairman of the governor's
Environmental Protection Task Force.
With this extensive training in engineering, Glenn la qualified to make
decisions concerning the energy crisis and environmental problems.
Glenn's Republican opponent, Cleveland Mayor Ralph J. Perk, has
demonstrated that he's more concerned with politics than administering
his office.
Perk's stand on abortion ignores the right of a woman to have control
of her own body. Glenn has taken the stand that having an abortion la a
woman's own decision.
Democratic incumbent John J. GUlbjan has our support ta the
governor's race. Although GUligan has had Us prohktns, Us opponent,
former governor James A. Rhodes, the Republic aa nominee, had more
difficulties when he was in office
Gilligan has tried to solve our primary and secondary school problems
with the state income tax and he also has supported Improvements In
higher education.
Rhodes' involvement in the Kent disaster Is Inexcusable. His integrity
is also dubious because of unanswered questions about his personal
finances.
We support Bruce E. Edwards for the U.S. House of Representatives
seat in the 5th District. Edwards, the Democratic candidate, has an
excellent knowledge of economics, a necessity in this period of runaway
inflation.
Republican incumbent Delbert L. Latta has been conservative to a
fault He was one of the last Nixon supporters to give up the ship.
Richard F. Celeste, the Democratic candidate for lieutenant governor,
is our choice for that office. Republican incumbent John W. Brown has
done little more than act as a ceremonial head in that office.
Celeste has promised to work with the governor on some of his projects
and to rid the office of its ceremonial reputation.
The News supports incumbent William J. Brown for the office of state
attorney general. Brown, a Democrat, has a fine record In the consumer
affairs area.
His Republican opponent, George C. Smith, has little experience in
government at the state level.
Our support for the office of state auditor goes to Republican Roger W.
Tracy Jr. Tracy has said be will change the system In the auditor's office
from financial audits to performance audits. This will establish whether
state money in various programs Is doing the Job it was intended to do.
His Democratic opponent Is Thomas E. Ferguson, son of the current
state auditor and currently deputy auditor of state. Indications are that
young Ferguson would probably perpetuate the tradition of nepotism in
the auditor's office which has bloomed under his father's administration.
Incumbent State Rep. Charles F. Kurfess Is our choice for the 83rd
District seat. Kurfess, the minority leader In the House, has years of
experience as a legislator.
Although conservative, Kurfess has demonstrated support for higher
education and shown sense in money matters (he voted against the
$50,000 little red schoolhouse appropriation, designed to fund the moving
and reconstruction of a historical school house from Norwalk to the
University).
Arthur J. Toalston Jr., Democrat, has demonstrated an Inability to
cleajly defend his positions .during debates.
, M^_
We support state issue one, which proposes to extend the Homestead
Exemption to permanently and totally disabled residents.
Democrat Robert R. Dunipace receives our support for the office of
Wood County Commissioner. Dunipace has shown a genuine concern for
ecology and has experience in solving land use problems.
We believe Democratic candidate Jane Coller Delarber should be
elected. She has more than eight years experience as city auditor and has
modernized the office's procedures, particularly through instituting
computers in the payroll system.
The News supports passage of both Bowling Green school district
levies, one for 4.5 mills and the other for 3 mills.
The 4.5 mills levy is needed to maintain the present level of operation
in the schools. It will not mean an increase in taxes.
Although the 3.0 mills levy would Increase taxes, it Is needed to keep up
with inflation.
We support the .3 mill, five-year Wood County mental health levy,
which would not increase taxes. This money supports programs such as
Crisis Phone and KARMA, among others.
The News also supports the 5 mill, 10-year Wood County Mental Health
levy for the purpose of acquiring and constructing facilities for the
mentally retarded in Wood County.
It is passes, the levy would be spent to build facilities to bouse 40
patients, mostly older people with degenerative mental diseases.
The facilities would be small bousing units for small groups of patients,
and would help fight the institutionalizing effects of mental health care
centers The expenditure would be worthwhile.

war on cafeterias
With the appearance of two letters
about the campus food service, I feel
that I .may now wage my war on
certain dining halls on campus.

food service on THIS side o( the
campus.
I have yet to have HOT bowl of soup,
or even an ungreasy meal. I
understand about the economic
situation that is happening now, but it
is getting out of hand on THIS side of
campus.

I am a senior and have been living on
campus for (our years, two of which I
ate at Commons. I used to stand up (or
the food system on campus, but now
with my transfer to the Towers, I have
changed my opinion about some of
them drastically.

Besides litUe things like running out
of forks, no snacks till the milkman
decides be will bring them out. super
hard apples (dehydrated of course),
soggy trench fries and the famous
meatless beef stews, the proportions
are absurd

I have also worked with Food Service
(or two years at Commons, and I have
seen some of the rotten tricks that are
pulled off by the so-called educated
portion of our society.

Three pieces of one potato (about
nine pieces per potato) (or only 30
cents, a drop of filmy pudding for 30
cents, a morsel of dried, burnt beef - 90
cents Things have gotten so bad that
my roommate and I are eating in the
room every, and I mean every, chance
we get.
But, I have found a solution to the
problem!

By "Oca." Ma Vaytak Jr.
n* Offeakawr Weil
Gaett Stadeat Coktmnist

MY FIRST two years o( campus life
were rather enjoyable, even the food
was good. The food was served at the
correct temperature, and was plentiful
and kind of tasty

Then a drastic change took place. I
moved to the Towers and was amazed
at Mac Dona Id I was told of the horrid
stories that are associated with the

I AM now declaring an all out war
against Mac-Donald Cafeteria Below
are the rules of the war I breaking of
these rules will result in eating at Mac
for one full week).

LBTTers
movies move
Last night's UAO Spooktacular
movie. "Night of the Living Dead.''
was intended to provide an evening o(
Halloween horrors (or the moviegoer
But consider this unintended horror: a
couple on a weekend' date to the
Campus Movies discovers that (he
showing they came to see at 210 MathScience has been sold out.
Seating capacity has always been a
major problem involving Campus
Movies shown at 210 Math-Science. But
this weekend seats will be plentiful (or
student, (acuity, staff
and
homecoming guests as the Campus
Movies return to their rightful home in
the University Hall Main Auditorium
Over twice as many people will be
able to see a showing in the spacious
theater as compared to 210 MathScience, This weekend's movie

deserves to be seen by twice as many.
Projected in wide-screen
Cinemascope.
"Little Big Man."'
starring Dustin Hoffman. Faye
Dunaway. and Chief Dan George, has
been labeled as one of the few classics
of the 70s. It is (ree (or anyone who has
a valid BGSU ID
NOW THAT the Campus Movies
have returned to the Main Auditorium,
we ask your cooperation in following
the basic no smoking, no eating, no
drinking rules which were drafted to
keep the remodeled facility clean.
We are committed to enforce these
rules in order to continue to have
access to the auditorium for our
movies.
So round out your Homecoming
weekend with an excellent movie in
excellent surroundings. "Little Big
Man" in the Main Auditorium. Friday
and Saturday at 7 and 9:45 p.m.
Matt McGookey
UAO Campus Movie Committee

troubles with homecoming

NOW THAT I've made lots of friends
over in Student Activities, let me point
out some of this year's Homecoming
weaknesses.

on the Homecoming concert. The
reason: poor selection of an act.
This Is not to say Dlonne Warwicke is
anything less than an excellent
performer, but she Just does not appeal
enough to the campus crowd to (ill up
Memorial Hall.

First, Homecoming and Parents'
weekends are back-to-back this year.
Although Homecoming is primarily
geared to attract alumni back to
campus (or the weekend, parents also
come to visit their sons and daughters
Not many parents want to come to
the University two weekends in a row
(there are a lot of students who refuse
to stay here two weekends in a row).
Next Union Activities Organization
(UAO) Is going to lose a tot of money

i

I AM SURE that there is some of you
who disagree with this war. It is our
only chance. If a certain Mr. Milllron
would buy a car. or a certain Ms. Pugh
would buy a stereo and it fell apart the
same day. they would return it to the
salesman or the company (along with a

few choice words I bet).
Well that Is what I will do along with
the rest of my unhappy friends I really
don't mind the price. If the food is
good
TERMS FOR THE ENDING OF THE
WAR:
1) At least better food (quality-and
quantity).
,
i) A better selection and a longer
lasting selection of items that sell out
(ast. I just love those says when you
get to choose ((or one meal only with
12.45 per day to spend) a slice of roast
beef (on bread) $1.25. chicken, $1 50.
.shrimp (variable) Jl 50. plus you had
to buy breakfast and lunch and
something to wash the taste out of your
mouth with.
3) I want a good committee meeting
set up NO W!, and meetings every third
week or so. 1 want students to attend
too.
4) I WANT a form that is numbered
(so a couple won't get lost I in which a
complaint will be written, dated and
signed by one of the managers (a check
and balance system).
These will be sent each day to
Centres to be read and sighed by a
supervisor. (Action will te taken on
each one of these at each meeting of
that dining hall.)
5) I want a group of students,
faculty, administrators, supervisors
and managers (15 total) to selectively
pick one cafeteria per week and
candidly eat their (ood ( a taste of the
old medicine).
They will write out a report alter
conferring with each other and submit
copies to The BG News. Mr. Milliron
and the supervisors A record will be
kept of toe improvement of each
cafeteria. The grades of the cafeteria
will be published in The BG News and
hopefully boycotts of the failing
cafeteria will result (ruining of' the
enemies'economy i
6) optional-An incentive program
X monetary l each quarter for the best
cafeteria on campus Examples: an
employe party (Full time and
students), a free steak dinner, etc. (a
little competition never hurt anyone).
I am hoping that my fellow students
will help me in my cause. I know that
we can do it. what you needed is a
leader
If you don't help, you too will
discover some day that you have a
severe vitamin deficiency and have to
take horse pills for a half year to keep
you alive and well

speaking out

Droves of University students stayed
away from the polls Tuesday as the
tradition of Homecoming at BGSU
continues to die a slow death
Less than 1.500 students voted (or
homecoming queen, and even Steven J.
Dennen. chairman of Student
Government Association's election
board, said. "I don't think they care (or
the concept of a Homecoming queen
anymore."
He's right. The great majority of
students apparently don't care about It.
Some feel it is a waste of time and
money, others (eel it is a throwback to
high school days and most simply
don't care.
Besides general apathy, this year's
homecoming elections and festivities
turned people off because they were
poorly planned.

1) Do not complain to the line ladies,
they do what they are told to Just like
little robots and their program can not
be changed by speaking about the
problem to them directly.
2) Always be kind and polite, (well
kill them with kindness). Cursing is
now allowed, and no harsh remarks
from either side of the food line.
3) Find the manager of the place.
Complain to him or her, explaining
exactly what the problem is. (Use as
many adjectives as possible)
WAR PLAN to keep the managers
so busy with complaints that they will
have to change the quality or hire a
new line just (or complaints.
WAR STRATEGY: demand that you
get reimbursed for your dried out cake,
iced soups, or soggy fries. You paid (or
it. Do not be apathetic about it and just
leave it to be scooped up by the handy
bussers. Take it back, get SOME
satisfaction out of the 45 cents you
spent.

FINALLY, WHY Is Homecoming
■eikml scheduled during a weekend
when many students are In the midst of
mid-terms?
Now I know as well as everyone else
that claim are no more than a minor
annoyance, but there are University
rules about keeping your grades above
a certain level. That means studying!
Which leaves you less time to do other
things
The most interesting aspect of this
year's Homecoming festivities Is that a
male ran (or Homecoming queen. And
here's a bet that he won the election
(the results will be released tonight),
simply because It was unusual
But not haU as unusual as Rick

Morrow's candidacy was the reaction
of several University administrators
who thought it would make the University a laughing stock.
WHY? IN these days of men's and
women's lib no one is going to think
Bowjing Green State University
students belong in a funny farm just
because they voted (or a male
Homecoming queen.
Of course, this problem, like most,
can be solved.
The solutions to the timing problems
are obvious. Also, get a Homecoming
concert which will be of greater appeal
to University students.
Change the name from homecoming
queen to something else with no sexual
connotations. Males should not (eel
Inhibited because of a title.
Schedule more speakers of interest,
not just alumni speakers.
Homecoming is a tradition which is
suffering from old age. but a few new
i could be literal fountain of youth.
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sic-sic
not funny
We are writing with respect to the
unfortunate, uncalled-for and
ignorance-inspired sign which
appeared on the Student Union
windows last Thursday. This sign
callously derided women (or
attendance at the recent rape
prevention seminars and "jokingly"
asked: "Girls, did you learn to get
raped last night?"
This sign was the work of SIC SIC a
group of individuals who take it upon
themselves to make public editorial
comments concerning campus eventswith the protection of anonymity.
Unfortunately, their endeavors are not
always done with much forethought or
with rational responsibility or
knowledge, but rather smack o(
adolescent flippancy and sarcasm.
Most often. SIC-SIC's little signs are
innocuous and obviously foolish and
unharmful. but Thursday's sign was
harmful to an Immeasurable degree
Rape is not a topic which is laughable
Rape IS a topic which should be dealt
with openly and with a sincere desire
to understand the horror and frequency
with which it occurs here on campus
and elsewhere.
Many women on campus are
subjected to the trauma of rape every
year, and all women are subjected to
the threat of it constantly. This trauma
is a result not only of the physical and
psychological brutality of the act
itself, but also is a result of widespread
ignorance as exemplified by SIC-SIC's
sign
THIS SIGN perpetuates the sexism
and mythology which lead men to
believe that women enjoy being raped
and that women'are the responsible
parties when they themselves are
raped.
Rape is the only crime in which the
victim is also considered the
perpetrator. That idea is. at the very
least, absurd, but its effect is
dangerous to all women.
Women must learn bow not to be
raped-for almost all women have been
or will be raped in some way. The truth
is that rape is infinitely more common
than most men-and many women-are
willing it believe.
It is'not only an act of sexual
aggression, coercion, or intimidation
but is also an attitude as well. This
attitude arises from the sexism and

- ISOoJ I
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idea of male supremacy inherent in <
society and serves to ignore the real:
which women face every dayintimidation, coercion, assault,
psychological damage, mutilation and
even death.
Rape is a reality which occurs in
various ways. There is no difference as
to who does the raping-boyfriend.
acquaintance or stranger-it all arises
from the same attitude..
WE FEEL that the person or persons
responsible (or this sign should be
made aware of their error and we
suggest that they educate themselves
concerning rape and its implications
The other alternative is to refrain from
making such uneducated attitudes
public.
Women do not need to learn how to
be raped-it is a fact of life. They learn
to tolerate it.
Pat Barnett
Sue Dandareau
Heather Few
Sara Shills-Panksepp
Ron Vigneaolt
Stop Rape Alliance
315-A Student Services Building
THE BG NEWS
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Bangladesh
may face
food crisis

WASHINGTON (API-Bangladesh facet a crucial
tore* to (ear weeks In ita fight to obtain sufficient grain*
aad stave off famine. American and Bangladesh
diplomats here cay.
Because of severe floods last summer, there are no
stacks of rice aad wheat in densely populated villages
and Bengali flood victims are dying of hunger in everincreasing numbers.
The late rice crop may reach record proportions, but it
Is not due to be harvested until December, the sources
said. The challenge Is to mobilise enough food In the
meantime to feed the Bangladesh people.
U.S. OFFICIALS said Secretary of State Henry A.
Kissinger did not make any dramatic announcements on
food in his talks in Dacca Tuesday
Prime Minister Mujibur Rahman was disappointed
last month that th* United States was unable to give
more positive assurance* of food for this year.
Bangladesh hoped for 700.000 too* of food grata* from
the United States The United States has authorised
100.000 tons of wheat and M.000 tons of rice so far in the
fiscal year that began July 1
Another 100.000 tons Is expected to be approved before
the end of this year, but delivery probably will not be
made until early ltTS.
The first 50.000 tons of Americsn wheat under the new
allocation will leave Baltimore about Nov. 3 and will
arrive in Chittagong in December.

Jury hears AAagruder's side
WASHINGTON (AP)-Jeb
Stuart Magruder testified
yesterday that although
John N. Mitchell gave his
unenthusiastic approval for
the Watergate burglary be
asked a week later why so
much money was required
by the man who was
planning it
Testifying at the Watergate cover-up trial for the
third day. Magruder said be
got a telephone call from the
former attorney general in
the first week of April 1972
asking why G Gordon Uddy
needed "this much money "
Magruder said that he
went to Mitchell's office and
reviewed for him the
$250,000 proposal that he
said Mitchell approved on
March 30 and explained that
what Liddy was asking "was
in effect front money" to
purchase equipment and
hire men

Italy living in constant crisis
ROME (AP)-On paper.
Italy is on itf knees, bankrupt, leaderless. a month
Into the no-man's land
between its 36th and 37th
postwar governments.
Up to BOW most Italians
lave been living much like
before, with a carelessness
born of constant crisis.
But as old problems take
new twists, there are signs
that th* mood is turning.
For years. Italians took
reports of national collapse
In stride.
They are now beginning to
grouse.
Indifference is
turning to anger as politicians squabble while prices

soar-and even spaghetti
gets caught in the squeeze
ON A political front that
has been fragmented by
three government crises in
ill months.
Foreign
Minister Aldo Moro, a Christian Democrat. Is trying to
revive
the center-left
coalition formula Introduced
In 1962.
That task had already
defeated the country's most
prestigious
politician.
Amlntore Fanfanl. also a
Christian Democrat. He was
called in by President
Giovanni Leone after the
Oct. 3 collapse of a fourparty coalition divided over

economic policy and a Communist push for a voice in
government to match its
votes, roughly a quarter of
those cast In general elections
As the politicians talked
last week, signs of trouble
grew
In northern Italy, civil
disobedience
burgeoned
Bus travelers In Milan
refused to pay fare
increases and eventually
forced the company to roll
back its hike. Housewives
broke into supermarkets to
dramatise their protests
over the high price of food.
CROWDS

of

homeless

illegally occupied empty
apartment houses, protesting government failure to
clear slums and step up
state building.
"Italians have lost faith."
said Giuseppe Fiorentini.
president of Rome's Industrialists Association "They
no longer believe in a new
start and see before them
only a winter of deprivation "
Beggars, a familiar sight
in the underdeveloped south,
are multiplying in the
streets of Rome
Still. Roman restaurants
report more diners than
tables Movies and night
clubs are full

Results of inflation fight not visible
NEW YORK (API- If consumers plan to follow President
Ford's aim to cut back spending to fight inflation, the trend
did not show up In October tales reported yesterday by the
nation's leading discount and department stores
Sales gains among the big nationwide retailers such as
Sears, Roebuck 4 Co and J C Penney Co.. were up as much
as 21 per cent in October over a year ago.
The government reported all retail sales for the last week
In October rose to a seasonally adjusted $10 W billion. I per

cent above last year
An Associated Press sampling of stores in several cities
alto showed President Ford's Oct. 8 appeal for voluntary
spending cuts to fight inflation has had little effect in its
first few weeks.
In Atlanta, where clothing and promotional items sold
briskly last month, a spokesman for Daviton Co. said he
believed people are "buying things now before prices
increase again."

"MR. MITCHELL understood."' Magruder said, and
later authorised Hugh Sloan,
the treasurer of Richard M.
Nixon's re-election committee, to give Liddy what he
asked
Magruder had testified
earlier that the approval for
the Liddy plan was given at
a meeting in Key Biscayne.
Fla . on March 30.
There has been previous
testimony in other forums
that Liddy originally asked
for $82,000

Mitchell is charged with
conspiracy to obstruct
justice, along with H.R
Haldeman. John D.
Ehrlichman. Robert C.
Mardtan and Kenneth W.
Parkinson
MAGRUDER is serving s
10-month to four-year prison
sentence on his plea to obstructing justice in the case
As he testified, the court
room was rife with reports
that Ehrlichman s lawyers

would ask for a delay in the
trial, a move to California,
or a mistrial in case Nixon is
unable to testify
The former president has
been subpoenaed by
Erlicbman. and his current
critical illness has cast
doubts on whether he will
recover in time to appear
when it is the defense's turn
some five to six weeks from
now
"IT

WOULD

BE

our

position that if Mr. Nixon
could not appear. Mr.
Ehrlichman would not be
able to get a fair trial." said
a source close to the
defense
The various speculations
were heightened by closed
door meetings, first among
defense lawyers, then
among all lawyers and U.S.
District Judge John J.
Sirica, that delayed the
day's session for nearly an
hour

Ohio Faculty Senate backs budget
By Rat* Hume
Managing Editor
The Ohio Facultv Senate
lOFS) has endorsed the
Board of Regents' proposed
$1 3 billion budget
William Coulter. VlceChancellor to the Board of
Regents, told OFS that most
of the increase is needed to
fight inflation, leaving about
$250 million as new money
He added that efforts will be
made to cushion schools
suffering from falling

enrollment, but schools will
have to adjust to operating
with fewer students.
Coulter added that
November would be crucial
to the Regents' proposal
since Gov John J Gilligan
will be preparing his total
budget for presentation to
the General Assembly
OFS. which made the
endorsement last weekend,
urged
its executive
committee to notify the
Governor and each legislator of its action The

Senate stressed that a united
effort toward improving
higher
education is
essential
They added that the $13
billion budget would be
beneficial
to education
through the next 20 years,
not merely over the
upcoming biennium
The OFS urged its executive committee to work
toward coalition with the
Ohio Student Association,
the student advisory group
to the Regents
They

resolved to seek student
support for meetings and
rallies for budget support.
The Executive Committee
was expanded to include six
at-large members, including
Dr. Michael A
Moore,
associate professor of
history, and Dr Rena L.
Foy. professor of foundations and inquiry
Dr. Harold A. Fisher
assistant professor of journalism, is the University's
delegate to OFS.

newsnotes .
Boston schools

Trick no treat

BOSTON (AP)-U.S. District Court
Judge W Arthur Garrity Jr. signed
his final desegregation order for the
Boston public school system
yesterday.
State Rep. Raymond L. Flynn of
South Boston, a Democrat and an
antibusing leader, predicted the
order "will be the death knell of
public education In the city of
Boston," with students leaving the
city or going to parochial schools
There were no reports of the
violence that has plagued the city's
public school system this fall under a
desegregation order handed down by
Garrity requiring the busing of some
18.000 or 92.000 pupils.

CINCINNATI
(AP)--Two
Cincinnati men got no treat in court
yesterday after a Halloween trick
Wednesday
Police said Steven R Berlin, 25,
and Fred Domtneack, 22. were
arrested wearing only tennis shoes
and waving at cars passing by in the
Mount Auburn section
Both were fined $50 and costs for
indecent exposure. They told police
they did it as a Halloween dare.
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Extinction
WASHINGTON (API-The GOP
mayor of Youngstown. Ohio, has
asked Congress to declare

Republicans an endangered species
and make it a crime to turn them out
of office.
Mayor Jack Hunter made the
request of Rep. Charles J. Carney (DOhio). He asked Carney to introduce
a bill adding GOP politicians to the
endangered species list if the
November elections prove as
disastrous to Republicans as has been
predicted.

Space women
III NTSVIU.K Ala (API-Women
scientists will fly into space early in
the 1980s and by late in that decade
will be part of multinational crews on
large space stations, two male
astronauts predict.
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local briefs

Hall director explains necessity

.

Kevin Scott, IS. of 1M60 Kellogg St., Bowling Green.
was charged with driving without an operator's license.
He will appear in court on Friday, Nov. 8

Music concerts
Two concerts ire scheduled this weekend in the
Recital Hall. School of Music
Pianist Jerome Rose will perform part of his soon-tobe released recording of "Annees de Pelerinage" by
Franz Liszt at t p.m. tomorrow.
Rose, an artist-In-reiidence at the University, will also
perform Beethoven's "Six Bagatelles. Op. 126" and
"Sonata in A Flat Major. Op 110." as well as the First
Year (SwitzerlandI of Liszt's "Annees de Pelerinage.''
Six University faculty members will
assist
frenchborniit David Rogers in an8 p.m. Concert Sunday.
Rogers will be assisted by Walter Baker, piano: Young
Nam Kim. violin; Edward Marks, clarinet: Robert
Moore, bassoon: Richard Cioffari. string bass; and
soprano Virginia Starr
They will assist in performances of "Sonata for Horn
and Piano" by Anthony Donato. "Nocturnes. A Cycle of
Five Songs lor Soprano. Horn and Piano" by Arnold
Cooke and others
Both free concerts are open to the public.

A Las Vegas man was arrested by Bowling Green
police early Wednesday evening on charges of disorderly
conduct while intoxicated and assault and battery of a
police officer.
Wayne A. Myers. 27. will appear in court today The
incident took place at the police station.
A juvenile was picked up by police Wednesday night for
delinquency. A court appearance has not been set.

ball directors.
"THIS YEAR we are

By Mary Zllclle
Staff Reeerter

Lecture
Dal Lawrence, president of the Toledo American
Federation of Teachers (AFT), will speak at 7:30 p.m.
Monday, in IIS Education Bldg. Lawrence will present
the advantages and benefits of membership in the AFT.
The speech, which is sponsored by the University's
Student Federation of Teachers, is free and open to the
public

Chorale
The University Collegiate Chorale will present its first
concert of the season at 4 p.m. Sunday in the Main
Auditorium. University Hall.
The 50-member group, directed by Dr. Ivan Trusler,
will sing a selection of music ranging from Bach to
spirituals.

Campus thefts

Police reports

for student input on dorm living

About $5,000 damage was caused to a telebeam
television projector in 112 Math-Science Bldg. John
Reneger. service and repair technician, reported the
incident to Campus Safety Wednesday.
Fred Forman. freshman ill A i. reported that $250
cash had been allegedly stolen from his room in Prout
Hall Campus Safety officers are investigating the
incident.

The next time you're
sitting in your dorm room
complaining
that
dorms
never have any social
programs, don't just gripe
about
it-see
your
ball
director.
"Students have as much
influence
in
decisions
concerning what they want
to do as the hall directors
themselves." said Charles
Lamb,
hall director of
Offenhauer West and an
"informal spokesman" for
the office of residence programs.
To find out what kind of
programs students want.
Lamb said hall directors
pass out forms and ask the
students for suggestions.
He said the ideas are then
co-ordinated by graduate
students who are assistant

having a lot of individual
social, recreational and educational activities occurring
in the balls." Lamb said.
"Most of these ideas have
come from the students
themselves."
Lamb said there Is also a
need to make people aware
of what the hall director's
job is.
"We're not only there to
balance the books and clean
the bathrooms," Lamb said
"But we're there to also
serve the dorm residents as
counselors when, and if.
needed."
Lamb said each of the 21
dorm halls on campus,
which bouse over 8.000
students, has a full-time hall
director with a master's
degree in counseling.
"We try to respond to the

needs of the students as
much as possible." Lamb
Mid. "But if students don't
come to us we don't know
what those needs are."

"We live, eat and sleep
where we work" he added
"Our home is also our
office."
ANOTHER PERSON that
Lamb said is considered as
the "most important" in
dorm affairs is the resident
adviser (RA).
"Tbey act as the go-between between the students
and the administration." he
said

"WE
CONSIDER our
selves a trained and dedicated group of individuals
concerned with the maturation
and
learning
processes of the students."
Lamb said.
He said that for every
hour a student spend in
class, he or she spends three
to four hours in their living
environment.

Lamb said any students
interested in applying for an
RA position should develop a
relationship with their hall
director in order to "find out
what it's about."

He said it is the "growth
outside the classroom" that
a hall director is concerned
with, because it plays an
"integral part" in a dorm
resident's life.

"We have to evaluate
those who do apply and
unless there has been some
kind of interaction between
the ball director and the
student applying." Lamb
said, "it's hard to know how
they'll qualify as an RA "

Lamb
said
a
hall
director's life is "unique"
because it was not the
average nine-to-five job.

Chuck Kurfess

Ethnic Studies Courses

Our State Representative
83rd District

Winter Quarter

• Sponsored State Student
Loan Program Legislation
• Consistent Supporter of
Increased Higher Education

1974-1975

Funding
• Supporter of Improved
Ohio Instructional Grant
Program
• A BGSU alumnus, Named
Distinguished Alumnus

ETHNIC STUDIES PROGRAM
Intro. Afro-Amer. Studies
Contemporary Blk. Fine Art
Soc. Thought o( Mex. Amer.
African Literature
Barrio & Ghetto Economics
Stud, in African Culture

Time

AiS
300
100-300

100
300
100
100

in 1967

Instructor

3-5 TR
10-12 TW
1-3TR
710 MW
7-9 TR
10-12 MW

L0MAS
JACKSON
RIVERA
CHAMPION
Williams
AJALA

1MTWR
2MTWR
2MTWR
12MTWR

H0LL0WAY
BOHNENKAMP
BOHNENKAMP

• First Elected State
Representative While
a Student
• A Record of Integrity,
Service and Hard Work
IthaM Cry C'tmrn
'or Kurffu. HtJjtifi
OfWrtej Tr»»e«jf»r

English

Blk. Amer. Literature
Amer. Indian Lit.
Amer. Indian Lit
Chicino Literature
Black Poetry

TOT
200
200
200
372

W
230
349
344
351
436
425
451

10MTWRF
1MTWRF
10-12 MR
12MTWR
10-12 MR
6-10M
1MTW

CHANG
CARLSON
SPINELLI
FRANK
FRANK
SMITH
CARLSON
CARLSON

Home Economics
Fam. Life Amer. Minorities
Fam. Life Amer. Negro

US. to 1865
Latin Amer. Civilization
Chicano History
Mod. Asian Civilization

407
107
History
~505

210
291
291

Afro Amer Since 1865

408

Recent Amer. Soc Intel!

436

6-8 W
10MWR

KIVLIN
KIVLIN

1MWR
11MTRF
5:307:30 MW
7:309:30 MW
7:309:30 TR
10-12 MW

ROLLER
THOMAS

710W

GRAHAM

3-4MTWR

LUNDY

KRENECK

Blues, Jazz Black Roots

490

*

153: EUROPE IN THE MODERN WORLD-AN EXPERIMENT IN HISTORY THRU FILM
Dr. Weinberg, 5:30-7:30 TR
A Survey of mate* themes in Modem European History using classic films and readings. Themes to be discussed
include: The Crowd in History, The Human Cost of Industrialism, Propaganda and the Totalitarian State, and The
Rise of the Third World. Films to be screened include: La Marseillaise, A Nous la Liberte'. Potemkin, The
Organizer, and Triumph of the Will.

210: LATIN AMERICAN CIVILIZATION
Dr. Thomas, 11 MTRF
An examination of the political, social, and economic development of Latin America through the colonial and
national periods Emphasis will be given to social and cultural alterations and to the changing attitudes of its
political and intellectual leadership as the region moved through its five hundred year history.

291: ASIA: HISTORY OF MODERN TRANSFORMATION
Drs Chen and Kawashima. 7:30-9:30 MW
An introduction to the history and civilization of Asia (South, Southeast, and East Asia) from the beginning of
Western contact to the present day. Emphasis placed on interrationships between society, economics, political
institutions and thought in key periods. Consideration given to the historical interaction of Eastern traditions of
government and social organization with colonialism, nationalism, and communism.

CHENKAWASHIMA;
ROLLER
FRIEDMAN

Journalism
Black Journalism

NEW OFFERINGS, WINTER AND SPRING QUARTERS
WINTER

Geography
Cultural Geography
Cultural Geography
Geog of South Amer.
Geog. of East Asia
Geog. of Ohio
Comm Development
Agricultural Geog.
Historical Geog.

DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY

CARUSO
H0LL0WAY

291: CHICANO HISTORY
Mr. Kreneck, 5:30-7:30 MW
The development of Indian cultures in Mexico and the Southwest, the early Spanish explorations, the fusion of
these different bloods and cultures, the first Chicano encounters with the Anglo-Americans, and the emrgence
of the modern Chicano protest movement.

Political Science
Ethnics of Amer. Politics

432

11MTWR

SPRAGEN

3-5 T
1-3 R

SCOTT

Speech
Milestones in Blk.heatre

449

391: ENGLISH ORIGINS OF AMERICAN LAW
Dr. Knox. 10 MTRF
A survey of medieval and earty modern English history, focusing on the origin and growth of legal and
constitutional doctrines, institutions, and procedures important to an understanding of the American legal
system.

Sociology
Soc. Theory

—

302

Contemp. Soc. Theory

303

Community
Minority Groups

311
316

Soc Welfare Inst.

321

Soc. Work Methods

322

Ethnology
The Family
The Family
Juvenile Deknq.

334
361
361
341

Pnm Religion
Soc Thought-B* Amer

432
C480

3-5 T
1-3 R
1-3 T
12-2 F
10-12 MR
1-2 T
12-2 F
7:309.30 TR
7:309:00 TR
3-5 MW
10-12 MR
10-12TF
3-5 T
1-3 R
1-3 MW
6-10T

CALLAHAN
CALLAHAN
GROAT
WAHRMAN

391: SOCIAL HISTORY OF AMERICAN MEDICINE
Drs. Sternsher and Friedman, 7:30-9:30 MW
•

The origins of scientific medicine to 1900: the "regular" medical profession: the rebellion of the "irregulars';
medical sects; the emergence of scientific medicine. Acceleration of medical progress in the century: medical
education; support of medical research; findings and applications in the areas of disease, surgery, and mental
health; the dekvery of medical care.

BERTSCHEN
LUCAS
VINCZE
FOX
FOX
GIORDANO
NEAL
PERRY

391: FAMINE AND INDUSTRIALIZATION IN THE THIRD WORLD
Dr. Seavoy, 3 MTWR
The history of Indonesia will be used as a model for understating the problems facing the peasant nations of
mainland Asia, sub-Seheran Africa, and the Arabic world. The impact of European imperialism on the production
of tropical agricultural products for sale on the world market, the effect of the population explosion on the
imposition of order on indigenous societies, and the relation of social values and techniques of peasant
agriculture to the problems of providing en adequate food supply for an urban-industrial population. Following
this historical overview, the class will examine the revolutionary social and economic transformation that must
take place is peasant nations are to industrialize.
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PANHELLENIC COUNCIL
IS PROUD TO ANNOUNCE THE

FALL 74 SORORITY PLEDGE CLASSES

Alpha Chi Omega
:
:
|
i
.
I

;

•

:

]
|
;
:

Alpha Phi

Beck, Lori
Born, Loretta
Brown, Jill
Clapper, Suzanne
Cline, Cindy
Curley, Deborah
Dunbar, Laura
Dunker, Sandy
Farrell, Shannon
Gawthorp, Beth
Gillespie, Ellyn
Hegedus, Lori
Heilman, Becky
Helminiak, Monica
Kovach, Karen
Latteman, Sharon
Michener, Jean
Myers, Betty
Murdock, Debra
Nelson, Karren
O'Rourke, Shawn
Rigney, Karen
Thurman, Athie
Veneziano, Michele
Whittington, Beth
Wogan, Vickie

Alpha Delta Pi
Bishop, Michelle
Dickerscheid, Annette
Fulkerson, Cynthia
Gale, Linda
Hale, Donna
Haley, Beth Ann
Harwich, Sue
Kropp, Karen
Mack, Ellen
Monroe, Elizabeth
"Ftows, Diane
"Polema, Diane
Riccio, Donna
Tiffang, Sandy
Vigrass, Susan

Byers, Deborah
Denega, Dawn
Elliott, Joan
Groezinger, Janet
Higbee, Deborah
Hillman, Terri
Homer, Diane
Lantz, Joanie
Link, Bethann
Moser, Nanci
Nessler, Charlotte
Roat, Jan

Delta Zeta
,
:'
:j
I

Phi Mil
Kappa Delta

I, j Baker, Julie
' ;. Balogh, Debra
Dallman, Debra
. Gaul, Kathryn
' Hickel, Lorraine
Howell, Vicki
: Isely, Cindy
{ Kratz, Cindy
Lutz, Sharon
> I Price, Michelle
Reed, Cheryl
: Schubert, Linda
Shaffer, Linda
; Slaby, Pam
: Stevenson, Candace
:
Wiant, Kim

Allen, Jenny
Davis, Ellen
Gaylord, Mary A.
Kurtzweil, Margarette
Scott, Connie
Stahl, Jane
Van Bourgondien, Karen
Zilles, Cindy

Delta Sigma Theta
Brown, Beverly
Calaway, Debbie
Farmer, Brenda,
Kellog, Dianne
Lewis, Sharon
Penland, Darlene
Thigpen, Debbie

Alpha Gamma Delta

Bangert, Pamela
Baima, Karen
Bearse, Linda
Carroll, Audrey
Chase, Mary
Darr, Eileen
Deters, Cynthia
Eberg, Debra
Guest, Diane
Jones, Debbie
Jones, Kathi
Keggan, Cheryl
Kobilarcsik, Cindy
Koenig, Linda
Maschari, Linda
Nangle, Pamela
Pace, Claudia
Pummill, Debbie
Rendlesham, Bea
Rinker, Elizabeth
Ryan, Ann
Seitz, Sue
Sharpe, Connie
Spielvogel, Jennifer
Stoos, Barb
Wilk, Mary

1

Cambell, Sheri
Chambers, Patricia
Childs, Martha
Dabbelt, Janice
Fazekas, Susan
Gardner, Sandy
Hall, Susan
Jacob, Cheryl
Lagana, Kathy
Lodholz, Jean
Milstead, Milessa
Russell, Joan
Shorts, Susan
Tipton, Janyce
Walsh, Jo Lane
Zobel, Kristi

Banks, Sheree
Barulli, Deborah
Chapman, Kay
Dobbelaere, Connie
Dudley, Kiim
George, Rosanne
Griffis, Laura
Hank, Nancy
Lowery, Judy
Mahla, Sue
Mathews, Janet
Melton, Nancy
Riemenshcneider, Barb
Shaffernocker, Beth
Shnaklin, Ann
Stouit, Linda
Traver. Cynthia
Williams, Carolyn

■t

Gamma Phi Beta
Badarnza, Holly
Coutts, Cindy
Davies, Sandy
Eaton, Pam
Fatica, Deborah
Ganyard, Susan
Genuit, Linda
Gudlpa, Deb
Kern, Kathy
Krcek,, Lori
Kohn, Terri
Harwich, Laurie
Mangum, Cindy
Mitchell, Deborah
Moskow, Laura
Mrza, Cathy
Ritter, Carol
Rodock, Cecile
Salt, Sharon
Sutton, Sue
Thompson, Carrie
Walter, Penny
Watson, Larraine
Wormer, Jennifer
Wymer, Jeanmarie

Alpha Xi Delta

Chi Omega
Ashby, Elizabeth
Bergan, Kim
Browski, Sandy
Cole, Tracy
DeAnna, Christine
Doversberger, Nancy
Ebert, Barb
Gardner, Lynn
Gottran, Kimberly
Graben, Patricia
Hays, Linda
Jaeger, Pat
Krueger, Jennifer
LaMonica, Jean
Mitchell, Linda
Montali, Elaine
Pontis, Carol
Stolly, Katie
Webb, Susan
Wyatt, Suzanne

CONGRA TULA TIONS

Delta Gamma

1

Dunkle, Linda
Fiocca, Dana
Huffer, Marsha
Lange, Karen
Livingston, Colleen
Mclntyre, Kim
McKee, Georgia
O'Rourke, Lynn
Rogers, Pam
Schwartz, Lesa
Speidel, Karen •
Stebbins, Sandy
Stephens, Jan
Wilson, Diane

IN** 4/Th. M> News, Frid^, Nwimfctr I, MM

Weekend Entertainment
Movies...
Review by Joelle DIRMI
A haunting melody. A
well-dressed man with an
easy manner A beautiful
woman with veiled eyes A
corpse
Most persons would agree
the above elements sound
like formula ingredients for
a detective movie, grade
"B." Only those who have
seen "Chinatown" know differently.
What the plot does contain
are intricate twists and no
easy answers Set against
the backdrop of Los Angeles
in the 1930s, there is a
political scandal brewing
that threatens to put the city
under one mans domination
In equal proportions, there
fs murder, manipulation,
greed and bribery
:JACK
NICHOLSON
portrays J.J Uinsby. the
Selective with expensive
(astes He makes his living

by looking in other people's
bedroom windows. He
doesn't like it. but he Is a
victim of his put
He lost his courage to
fight against the kind of
injustices that dominates
the system. He won't admit
his helplessness and bitterness, but is still overcome
by it A memory haunts him.
in Chinatown
Faye Dunaway. Mrs
Mulwray. is the woman with
so much to hide. She is the
wife of the Los Angeles
Commissioner of Water and
Power-cool, rich and aloof
HER HUSBAND dies
mysteriously during a
scandal which involved him
in a romantic triangle. Yet
she is helpless too. because
she cannot name his
murderer Her past haunts
her. until she has no refuge
but Chinatown.
John Houston, the millionaire father, is kindly but
aging He holds a ruthless
grip on the lives of all who
surround him There is no
escape from Chinatown.

It li a powerful and
moving drama. Directed by
Roman Polantki. It is driven
by a force not easily understood. It is a movie full of
detail, not to hinder movement, but to add dimension
"Chinatown" is not an

Winter qua rtc■.r schcid ule changes

"era film." or a nostalgic
look at the Ms. It is.
instead, a reality that it
seldom seen on today's wide
screen. The story haunts
both the characters and
audience at every turn. It
doesn't end in Chinatown.

MswMcnoots

„

...Mime
Mummenshanz. a Swiss
mime group, will present its
version of the art at 8 p.m.
Sunday in the Main Auditorium. University Hall.
The three young performers. Florianna Frassetto.
Bernie Schurch and Andres
Bossard use an entirely different type of mime than the
well-known Marcel Marceau
"white face" mime in their
presentatatlon.
Mummenshanz combines
the skills of traditional
"white face" mime, theatrical experience and the Swiss
custom of "The Masks" to
form a comic theatre of wit
and invention
Wearing flexible body
wrappings and masks made

of pastry, clay, paper, foam,
lite wood, or even oatmeal
or pizza dough, the performer's face is never seen.
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"We want to break the
conventions of white face, of
the concentration on facial
expression and creating the
Illusion of specific objects."
Schuch explained. "If we
need a table, we use a table.
There is no Illusion. The
audience's fantasy can go
where it wants."
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Presented by the Cultural
Events Committee, the
Mummenshantz
performance Is free and open to
the public as a part of the
Artist Series Program.
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IN THE PHEASANT ROOM
SATURDAY EVENING SPECIAL:

Try the Friday Evening
Roast Beef Buffet
5:30-7:15 P.M.

ROAST TURKEY AND DRESSING
MASHED POTATOES AND GRAVY
CHOICE OF VEGETABLE AND SALAD
ROLL AND BUTTER

•4.25

BEFORE OR AFTER THE GAME
REMEMBER

CHRISTLINE
FRIGHTENED? LONELY?
UNSURE? NEED HELP?

•2.95

Gall 352-0379 24 hours a day
(Mil IMIIIIItlll MUM lllllll I

SATURDAY NOVEMBER 2 LUNCH

11:00-1:00

SUNDAY NOVEMBER 3 DINNER
12:00-2:00

also dinner from 5:00 to 7:00
a good selection of entrees,
salads, and desserts

a good selection of entrees
delightful Salad Bar
delicious homemade desserts

II

KSWWMJfr
THE FINEST

Christ the Savior Evangelical
Lutheran Church

Chinese and American
Cuisine

252 S. Main St., Bowling Green

■*—•

Rev. Paul Lehenbauer
Bible Study 3:30 p.m. - Sunday Worship Service 4:00 p.m.

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL: 372-2241

_,.

Mil III)

Corner N. Main and E Court
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Gubernatorial candidates

League of Women Voters
provides voting information
The League of Women Voters ot the United SUtet u a non-partisan
organization whose purpose is to promote political responsibility through
informed and active participation of citizens in government.
The League takes action In support of or in opposition to issues but only after
a thorough preliminary study plus subsequent approval by the League group
concerned
The League endorses no candidates. It does present this information to you.
the voter, so you go to the polls informed.
The materials presented here were assembled in the following manner
Questions were selected by the League of Women Voters and addressed to all
the candidates Candidates were informed that their responses would be
printed in their own words, and that each would be solely responsible for the
contents of the replies
The League of Women Voters in publishing this material neither endorses
nor rejects the views of any candidate/ quoted and does not and cannot
assume responsibility for the contents of any candidate's reply or his
motivation in making toe same.
We wish to thank the candidates for their cooperation in filling out and
returning the questionnaires from which this service was compiled.

SALARY: tSO.000
TERM: 4 years
RESPONSIBILITIES: The supreme
executive power of the state is vested
in the Governor. He is charged with the
responsibility to see that all laws are
faithfully executed, to communicate
the condition of the state to the
legislature at each session, and to
recommend measures to it. and to
issue all grants and commissions.
The answer to the following question
is limited to no more than 50 words
Confidence in government at all
levels seems to have been seriously
eroded. How can this situation be
reversed? What would you specifically
do to build confidence in state
government?
NAME: John J Gilligan
ADDRESS:
Ohio Statehouse
Columbus. Ohio 43215
PARTY: Democratic
AGE: 53
EDUCATION:
Notre Dame
Universitv. B.A.. University of

Cincinnati. M.A.
OCCUPATION: Governor
TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE:
Governor of Ohio. 1970 - present First
District
Congressman.
1964-66
Cincinnati Citv Council. 1953-64. 1967
69
QUESTION: Confidence in the
political system will be regained when
people are provided the information to
accurately judge the performance of
their elected officials Specifically this
requires financial disclosure by public
officials and political candidates,
campaign financing reform and strict
enforcement of Ohio's ethics laws.
NAME: James A Rhodes
ADDRESS: 2375 Tremont Road Upper
Arlington. Ohio 43221
PARTY: Republican
AGE: September 13. 1909
EDUCATION: Jackson and Springfield
public schools. Ohio State University.
Honorary degrees from thirteen
Colleges and Universities
OCCUPATION: Partner. II & R.

Company. Owner. James A Rhodes &
Associates. Developers.
TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE:
Eight years Governor of Ohio. Ten
years Auditor of State of Ohio Nine
years Mayor of Columbus. One term
Columbus School Board Member
Currently National Chairman of the
National Advisory Council for
Vocational Education
Recipient
Helms
Foundation
Award for
combating juvenile delinquency.
QUESTION: I do not subscribe to the
premise that "confidence In
Government at all levels seems to have
been seriously eroded ''
I believe the people of Ohio will rally
in support ol dynamic, proven
leadership,
offering
bold and
imaginative programs to once agian
make this the Wonderful World of
Ohio
NAME: Nancy Brown •
ADDRESS: 4420 Superior
Cleveland

Ave

PARTY: Independent Member of
Socialist Worker Party
AGE: 23
EDUCATION: Graduated from Gould
Academy. Maine lvi years at Antiocb
College. Yellow Springs. Ohio
OCCUPATION: Candidate
TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE:
Past coordinator of Cleveland Area
Peace Action Coalition; past
coordinator of Cleveland Abortion
Project Coalition; helped organize
demonstrations demanding U.S. Out of
Southeast Asia Now and for the repeal
of all antiabortion laws
QUESTION: Watergate has revealed
the government is run by a tiny
minority of bankers and businessmen.
They profit from war. the oppression
of Blacks. Chicanos. women, and must
lie to carry out their policies
Replace the government of a
minority with a workers government
representing the vast majority
'Candidate's name will appear on
ballot as Nancy Brown Lazar

Lieutenant Governor
SALARY: 130.000
TERM: 4years
RESPONSIBILITIES:
The
Lieutenant Governor presides over the
Senate, but only votes in case of a tie
He would succeed to the office of
Governor when vacancy occurs
The answer to the following question
is limited to no more than 25 words
It has been proposed that the
governor and It governor run as a
team. Do you support this change''
Why?
^^
NAME: Richard F. Celeste
ADDRESS:
9407 Lake
Cleveland
PARTY: Democratic
AGE: 36

Ave.

EDUCATION: Yale University. B A.
Magna Cum Laude (History) Phi Beta
Kappa Carnegie Teaching Fellow at
Yale
Rhodes Scholar. Oxford
University
OCCUPATION: Majority Whip. Ohio
House of Representatives. Formerly
president and currently a director of
National Housing Corp. developing
bousing for senior citizens
TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE:
Special assistant to the American
Ambassador. New Delhi. India, which
involved active role in supervising a
substantial complex of Federal
services overseas.
Extensive experience in education,
housing, and urban development and
public administration
QUESTION: Yes. 1 voted for it in the
House. The Lieutenant Governor
should be a member of an executive
leadership team working closely with

the governor
NAME: John W Brown
ADDRESS: 401 Baxter Street Medina.
Ohio 44256
PARTY: Republican
AGE: 60
EDUCATION: Public Schools. Athens
and Fairfield Counties. Ohio Graduate
Lancaster High. 1932
OCCUPATION: Lieutenant Governor
of Ohio and President of the Senate
(Since 1963) President Investors
Heritage Life Insurance Co. of Ohio
TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE:
Mayor of Medina. Ohio 1950-53

Lieutenant Governor and President of
the Senate 1953-57 Governor of Ohio.
Jan 3 to Jan. 14. 1957 (Became
Governor when Governor Lausche was
elected to U.S. Senate), Member of the
Ohio House of Representatives. 195960; Member of the Ohio Senate. 196162: Chairman. National Conference of
Lieutenant Governors. 1966-67; Deputy
Commander-in-Chief of Ohio Military
and Naval Forces (Since 1969).
QUESTION: "The issue is not in this
election. The proposal should come
when the electorate can make the
decision and vote on the Constitutional
Amendment''

NAME: DelbertL Latta
ADDRESS:
U. S
House of
Representatives Washington, DC.
PARTY: Republican
AGE: 54
EDUCATION: Graduate of North
Baltimore and McComb, Ohio public
schools. A.B. and LI. B degrees from
Ohio Northern University.
OCCUPATION: U S Representative
to Congress Elected to the 86th
Congress and re-elected to each
succeeding Congress: currently

More election information will appear in Tuesday's News

Ohio's candidates for U.S. Senator
SALARY: $42,500
TERM: 6years
RESPONSIBILITIES: To represent
the people of Ohio and the United
States in dealing with matters of
national and international importance
The general welfare should be his
prime concern.
The answer to the following question
is limited to not more than 50 words
The energy crisis is a nationwide
concern. How would you deal legislatively with this, while continuing to
protect the environnmrT

NAME: John H Glenn
ADDRESS: 3996 Old Poste Road.
Columbus, Ohio
PARTY: Democratic

AGE: 52
EDUCATION:
B.S.,
Muskingum
College.
Honorary
Degrees:
Muskingum; Nibon University. Tokyo.
Colleges: Wagner. New Hampshire. St
Norbert. Trustee. Muskingum.
OCCUPATION:
Businessman,
consultant, public speaker. Board
member Royal Crown. Inc.. Questor
Corp.; Investor, five Holiday Inn
franchises.
TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE:
Retired 1965 II SMC Col.. 23 years:
pilot, test pilot. NASA astronaut
Trained extensively engineering,
science technology to make research
and development derisions. Headed
Citizens for Gilligan Committee. 1970.
Chairman. Governor's Environmental

Congressional runners
SALARY: H2.5O0
TERM: 2 years
RESPONSIBILITIES: To represent
the people of Ohio, the District, and the
United States in dealing with matters
of national and international
importance
The general welfare
should be his prime concern.
The answer to the following question
is limited to no more than 50 woids
The Energy Crisis is a nationwide
concern. How would you deal
legislatively with this while continuing
to protect the environment?

election close-up

serving on Rules and Judiciary
Committees.
TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE:
Served Ohio Senate three terms.
Appointed to Select Committee on
Export Control - 87th Congress; Select
Committee Standards and Conduct89th Congress: member of Battle of
Lake
Erie Sesquicentennial
Celebration Commission
88th
Congress; Task Force on Agriculture 89th
QUESTION: Dual challenges face the
Congress - increasing the energy
supply while protecting the
environment. The Energy Supply &
Environmental Coordination Act and
the Geothermal Energy Research Act.
which I support, passed the Congress
and will effectively deal with these
problems, in addition to Project
Independence to make this country self
sufficient.
NAME: Bruce Eugene Edwards
ADDRESS: 517 Martindale Rd.
PARTY: Democrat

AGE: 50
EDUCATION: attended Kalamazoo
College 1942-44. B.A . MA & PhD. in
Economics from University of
Michigan 1948.1950, 1956 respectively
OCCUPATION: Associate Professor of
Economics. Bowling Green State
University
TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE:
Senior Economist. National Planning
Association, project on Economic
Development. 1963-66
Consultant. Office of Education. HEW.
1966
Ford Foundation Project on Economic
Education in Indonesia. 1959-61
QUESTION:
Legitimate
environmental and long-term energy
supply problems were dragged into a
short-term energy crisis as tactics of
obfuscation and bluff.
The "crisis" was aimed at incapacitating the U.S.
government,
demanding outrageous monopoly
profits as ransom for the world's
economies. It worked. Next time
DON'T LET PRICES RISE.

Erotection Task Force. 1971-72
ember. State Democratic Executive
Committee since 1971
QUESTION: No Senator now serving is
as qualified as I to make the many
tough engineering, research and
development energy decisions
necessary to guarantee jobs, standards
and reduced cost of living: our future
as a nation.
■ I was chairman Governor's Environmental I'rotectinn Task Force, will
.demand absolute minimum relaxation
1 environmental standards

I

degree in business administration
Finally gave up in frustration,
boredom and despair, dropped out to
preserve my sanity.
OCCUPATION:
Salesman-selfemployed virtually nil for duration of
campaign
TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE:
Began working when I was thirteen
years old. After leaving college, began
studying philosophy, ethics, politics
and economics Twenty years of
mostly Republican political activity in
Ohio
Founded Draft Goldwater

the government.
NAME: Richard B. Kay
ADDRESS: 416 Engineers Building
Cleveland. Ohio 44114
PARTY: Independent
AGE: 56
EDUCATION: Public Schools. BBA at
Miami University, Law from Western
Reserve University
OCCUPATION: Attorney
TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE.
Have been active In the political arena

ItAME:

Ralph J Perk
ADDRESS:
Cleveland
Cleveland. Ohio
PARTY: Republican
AGE: 60

City

Hall

EDUCATION: High School and some
special college courses.
OCCUPATION: Mayor of Cleveland
TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE:
Nine years legislative experience as
city councilman; nine years intensive
fiscal experience as county auditor; in
second mayoral term. In more than
twenty years public service, have
gained deep understanding of people's
problems and needs As Mayor of
Cleveland, and board member of the
U.S. Conference of Mayors, have
worked closely with federal government for return of more control and
funds to local governments.
QUESTION: In energy legislation,
careful consideration must be given to
striking the proper balance so that we
maintain jobs and a healthy economy
as well as a physically healthy nation.
Our research and development
programs must provide the necessary
new energies without sacrificing
environment. Conservation links the
two goals.
NAME: Kathleen G. Harroff
ADDRESS: 204 Solon Road, Bedford
PARTY: Independent Member of
Libertarian Party
AGE: 43
EDUCATION: Attended Wright and
Morton Junior Colleges in Chicago.
DePauw University in Chicago, and
Fenn College in Cleveland. Working for

John H. GUnn
Committee in Cuyahoga County in 1962.
Left Republican Party in 1964--and all
of politics until taking job of founding
chairman for the new Libertarian
Party in Ohio in 1972. Became
Regional Chairman (Ohio. Michigan.
Indiana, Kentucky) and member of the
LP national executive committee in
1973 Left all Party offices to run for
U.S. Senate in 1974
QUESTION: When one considers that
the government created the energy
"crisis" with its interventionist
foreign and domestic economic
policies, the solution to this "crisis"
should be obvious: A foreign policy of
total neutrality and a domestic
economic policy of "hands-off"
economic activity.
Environmental
protection will occur when property
rights are protected and respected by

i.lphJ P.rk
since 1940. During this period of time
have made every effort to read,
experience and learn about the great
problems that face America and its
people. Have traveled in many
countries and when in these countries
talked to many people and public
officials.
I seek support from people who want
to restore morality and integrity into
government.
QUESTION: 1 Set up a new national
commission that would constantly
examine the free enterprise system to
make sure that the profit motive is
kept in balance with what is in the best
interests of America and the American
People.
2. Amend the Sherman Anti-Trust
Act so that multi National
Corporations would be included.

State Representative race
SALARY: $17,500
TERM: 2years
RESPONSIBILITIES: To represent
the people of the district and the State
of Ohio in dealing with matters not
allocated to the Federal Government.
The answers to the following
questions are limited to no more than
25 words.
I. Confidence in government at all
levels seems to have been seriously
eroded. Can public confidence be
restored through your actions as a
legislator? How?
CSorW. t. Kurfwt*

Arthur J.T<

1 Will you support further legislation
to equalize the rights of men and
women?

NAME: Charles F. Kurfess
ADDRESS: 9449 Reitz Road.
Perrysburg
PARTY: Republican
AGE: 44
EDUCATION: B.A.. Bowling Green
State University. 1951 J.D.. Ohio State
University College of Law. 1957
OCCUPATION: Attorney. Kurfess.
Williamson L Cbectwood. Bowling
Green
TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE:
Prior service as representative,
Speaker, and Minority Leader in House
of Representatives; lifelong residence
and association with people of this
area.
QUESTION 1: Yes. by continued

effective attention to problems and
issues, communicating forthrightly
with my constituency, maintaining a
high ethical standard of personal
conduct.
Question 2: Yes. as heretofore co-'
sponsored legislation assuring equal
pay for equal work and position.

NAME: Arthur J. Toalston, Jr.
ADDRESS: 131 Crim. Bowling Green.
Ohio
PARTY: Democratic
AGE: 23
EDUCATION: Alliance High School.
Alliance. Ohio; Bowling Green State
University. Bachelor of Science of
Science Degree in Education (Speech
and Journalism).

OCCUPATION: Speech and journalism
teacher, school newspaper advisor.
Findley High School
TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE: I
have served as an intern reporter for
the Findley Republican-Courier and as
student body president at BGSU
QUESTION 1: Confidence can be
restored
through
electing
representatives committed to
complete honesty and determined to
research and publicise the whys behind
issues concerning the constituents.
QUESTION t: My support lor
equalizing rights of men and women
will continue as long as discrimination
or inequalities in opportunities, fair
pay and other conditions exist.
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Councilwoman leads
By Ctady Smereta.
staff Reporter
WaneU Rqdeheffer. Bowling Green's first and only
councilwoman. was liberated Ion* before the word became
popular.

e-touch of
clost> end o
bit of wil...

RODEHEFFER'S political career began In l»7l when she
was appointed to council, filling the vacancy created when
Dr. Davtd G. Elsass resigned to become Dean of the College
of Education.
"I had never been interested in politics before," she
recalled. "The first time they called I just said no way.' I
just chuckled. I told my husband, he laughed too."
A second time Rodeheffer was offered the position, she
refused R again "But right after that. I said to myself if
they call back again. I might accept." she said.
Bowling Green Democrats called Rodeheffer yet a third
time and she accepted the pott.
ACCORDING to Rodeheffer, the Carter Park issue was a

HONIC '

IWARWICKC
.Wriri Corweoliov^
OAVID BRENNER

8:OOp*-

"I never thought that I wasn't equal." ihe chuckled. "I've
always believed that If a woman has the desire to fulfill a
goal that It's possible )u»t through communication and by
proving herself
Rodeheffer, who plays the roles of wife, mother, teacher
and councilwoman, holds two degrees from the University,
in elementary education and guidance and counseling. She is
working on her third In school administration.
"I'll probably be going to school all my life" she
predicted.
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THROUGH HER involvement In city government,
Rodeheffer said she is more keenly aware of gevarameAt
operation.
"I'm always amased at the democratic process." she
explained. "I really believe la them In many cases R it a
long process, bat when you leave the (Council) meeting you
feel you have reached the best possible solution at that
time."
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The Career and Technology Department will offer an Open Photsgraphy Lsb In the Technology Bldg . Rm x32from7p.m to 10p.m.
Open to the BGSU Academic Community. Chemicals are supplied
Bring your own print paper A fee of I SO per session will be charted
to year bursar's bill.
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The Bowling Green Jewish Student Group is Inviting all Jewish
students to celebrate Shabbot at I JO tonight in Prout Chapel An
Oaeg Shabbot will follow.
OUR NEXT ATTRACTION - THE OROOVE TUil"

FRIDAY MIDNIGHT MOVIE!
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HOT IN-CAR HEATERS AVAILABLE (OPT.)

NOW THRU SUN.
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Reserve Seating
Still Available

'Working with the city aa
satlsfaction I seed since my children have grown
Rodeheffer said "It's Just as important to prepare far
life when your children art gosa."
She Mid changes In homemaktag ia the last » years have
done much U change the sutus of women
"1KFORE summation, woman had to Hay at home sssd
do housework or it dMnt get done '
She added. "I like to cook, but we eat out • lot. especially
If I have a meeting after school and oat in the evtsuaj."
Rodeheffer also explained that, ia bar business aad
professional lift, she always refers to herself as Ms WaneU
Rodeheffer.
Rodeheffer said the feels the construction of an indoor
recreation facility with programs for all age levels should
be seriously considered try the city within tat next few
years
She also said the city needs to be concerned with the
coastruction of more straight through, north-south aad east
west streets at the- city's outer limits. This would attract
new businesses to Use downtown area, she noted Rodeheffer
also Is interested la the completion of projects, such as the
2nd ward Improvements, now underway.
Rodeheffer Mid she feels "the students art a vital part of
the community, and as a city we art responsible for their
health, safety and happiness
_

major factor in changing her mind. The Carter family bad
Just donated the 16 acres for the park to the city, and
officials were aiming for a completion date of 1*11.
Rodeheffer deckled she wanted to be involved ia the
creation of the park. "And in less than two years Carter'
Park was dedicated." she said.
As chairman of council's Public Lands and Buildings
Commission, which encompasses the areas of parks and
recreation, Rodeheffer takes an active part in city
government.
When asked about her husband's reaction to her council
appointment, Rodeheffer said, "I think that he is proud of
the fact that I'm able to help the community
We sort of grew up with the Christian ethic of sharing
responsibilities We Just share whatever tasks need to be
done With his understanding and help, I'm able to be on city
council." she added.

$100 TONIGHT AT MIDNIGHT ONLY!
1
GET YOUR ACT TOGETHER

$100
*

AND COME ON OUT TO SEE THIS

Saturday, November 1.1*74

*
)
)
)
)
)

Ope. Photoejaphy Lab from t a m to S p m in Rm US of the Tech
BMg Open to the BGSU Academic Community Chemicals are
supplied Bring your own print paper A fee of 150 will be charged
lo your bursars bill for each isailan
The People's Chess Federation will meet la the Commuter Center
of Moseley Hall from lfl am totpm
»
The Manufacturing Lab . tools and machines. Is the Tech. BMg. wot
be available from * a.m. to 4 p m. in the Massifscturisg Lab to any
interested students and faculty i Limited te 14 at a Umel Bring
year own materials and safety glasses.

SPECIAL PREMIERE SCREENING!
TICKETS ON SALE AT 11,30
All SEATS ONLY

4.00

■Ms* root mm aumn sum no rm ton rAan

TENDER LOVING CARE
COLOR CO-HIT - FRI.-SAT. LATE SHOW

Saadsy. November 3.1*74
The Bowling Green State University Sailing Ctob will meet la Rm.
IB of Hayes Hall at 7pm Bnasrssncad Mttsrs Isnritad.
A duplicate Bridge Match will be held Saadsy. Nov 3 ■ the Okie
Suite of the Untoo. sponsored by the Campus Bridge Club. Play
begins promptly st 1 JO and U open to all experieaced bridge
playetaesBtorwiu^orwtuVwtaparraar.

Need rait to OSU on weekeals:
caB Sylvia a»»-431l will pay ts.

Findlsy. Okie Call collect. 14X4-WH or l-tn-Ti*;. Ask for
Rack

LOST AND FOUND
LOST: Dark brown parse; base
waltet-*tt7t« Melissa
LOST: Men's blue prascrtpttoa
as 3-4331

■rxFWANTFD

COMING SOON - "AIRPORT 75" • THE OOtSSA FH.E"

STACY

GflriG BUSTCRS

GO GO DANCERS aaaded Fall
time tad part time Ottd pay.
The Maces. SM Ss Mast St..

Glad we're in ADPi a. Lid. Ike
Tau's
■

Typing done Call 3644SW

ALL POP ON SALE AT SAM
nt CARRY OUT.

WANTRD
Need t female rmmt to live la
fan
trailer Win Incl.
everythiag Csll 3M-MN or JMI male rmmt seeded at Cherry
HH1 Call 39M1M after 5
J-J P. rmmts saaded wiater/spriag qtrt or uafuralshed.
1 bdrm apt for 4. Cherry Hills
Aato.CyiJI»*m
P1BUSJNAU

;|

■

64 os Csat Cttt-TsttMs weak
oary-SaiwaWCtrryOat;

"Eaglka Ms Sctoace Ficttoa:
Matwett Lit awatktra Lit.
Poetry and Music
Black
Americas Lit. GoUis/Grotes
eat: ReHgtoa ia Ut; American
India. Ut: sad LhVFwa). k>
ctostag Heart k) a Lsaely
Haatar. Gasat ExpecUttoas
Streetcar Named Desire.
Desire Uaaer the Cms. Wemen
s> Love Reeking ftorse Winner
tarn lies eStdas of Courage all
shawn la class ■litlagi, all
asctioM meet Lltaratora group
reaalraaasaas.'' '-..., ,
x* saw owls had a heat af a tea
with the SlgsaaChls - Lave Ya!

ROACH CUPS ON SALE - SIM
Sam Is Carry Oat M7 SfasaSt

•TYPIrWDOWE.aa»4faa.

STORE YOUR BICYCLE TUB
WINTER OasrsaSSM safety
for your bike with laatde
storage, only |M sxSwR IN N

TRaioass • Towtorrrw'e tke day
III be watohlag! Years truly.

V«
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FOB SALE
IB gallon Stsarktsn cssnplete
set-up ITl-Mgl.
11 x M mobile home. 1 harm.
washer A tryer. air., excel
caadition 3M-SJ5J
ARC

registered

Irish. Setter
Female ITS

poppy. «
SM-IJU

at Opal Best after
after I p.m.

S61-S7S0

IMS Nash See this rare autessetole la treat tl Ike Unlea
today st ssea or call 1

l*T« Sylvas 11 > SS esc ceaaltien. furn M SS» Call after S
p.m or wheat. JSVani er MSM44
Garage clearksg sale, tots M
clothes A ruse Rear UT No.
Eaterprkte Sat. A Saa. t till
dark CHEAP.
Marvel aad DC cernlx 71-71
TORRENT
Cherry Hill Village has apt*
rates start ISOO/m... fare er
esiara ttrs. A half iaurett
toaata avail Pk Jkl-tHt Office
sears H Mat. thru Frl. Sal 14.
Alter swans aad SH by SM*.
hUNsptliisRd lastot.
Pura. sal. t I
asstar Seated sjati. saaaa A

• whirlpool. Ph. aM4WlBwl/ma.

All kail ta. sew
TaaaatocnNsfileei

Iwraapt-ltarm.JMiras.

Itltoss Katie, we're all
yea! It was a

Occaaatoaal wkaigbt aad wkead
keawaattaM-JH-txTl altar t

M.*+mtthni+.mff4uty
fawv raffa> vrfrenVf

ooUect. U hour service. 1164311H7

1 harm . warara. apt. Uatversity
'YfAtge. CaU*W4M4

Rag SS.potM.cbto.K- TStM'
*«M»sCaetyOat
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Foreign Students View football
M

„.«■_.
ByRkkl

The Higbee Co. of Cleveland is seeking students to
work as salespersons ia its
department store during the
Christmas holidays.
Any interested students
should apply to the twelfth
floor employment office of
Higbee s downtown store.
Call (116) HHM for an
appointment
The Placement Office also
announced the Carol Morgan
School in the Dominican

Staff Rcaartcr
The poster of Italy depicting the classic "boot" kicking
the "football'' seemed to fit the mood st the
International students' coffee hour yesterday.
Robert Dudley, administrative assistant In the athletic
department, was explaining the game of football to a
group of about 12 students from around the work).
The students listened attentively and interrupted with
questions as Dudley outlined rules, penalties, ways to
score. He drew various offensive and defensive
formations on a chalkboard.
While Dudley demonstrated several types of blocking
and mentioned the roughness of the game, Anoop
Barman, graduate student (B.A.) and a native of India,
told a joke of an Indian rajah who attended an American
football game and watched the players fight for the
pigskin
"After the game." Barman said, "the rajah sent B
footballs to the players and said 'there, you don't nave to
fight for them anymore'."

•#

Course to study man's
environmental conflicts
; '' Environment and
Alternative Future.'' an
environmental studies coordinated quarter, will be
offered this spring
{ The program will consider .
{nan's total self-created
tilnt.it and the conflicts
etween environmental
fuality and the various
tiuitai. economic and
political goals Alternative
futures and their impact on
society and the natural
environment will be
explored in the quarter
t The quarter consists of
two or three of the four-hour
department offerings, plus

an Integrating 'wo-hour
seminar. It will satisfy
group requirements in the
social sciences.'

1

A brochure and further
information la available
from the Placement Office.
360 Student Services Bldg

LITTLE BIG MAN
FRIDAY-SATURDAY NOV. 1-2,7:00-9:45
MAIN AUDITORIUM -PFREE WITH I.D.

IN CONCERT

A NEW COURSE OF GENERAL INTEREST

HUMAN SEXUALITY
SPRING QUARTER

Psychology 440 - Section #4289
MW3-5
.

No prerequisites

An informational meeting
will be held at 5 p.m
Tuesday in 127 Raves Hall.
Dr Peterman also may be
contacted at 201 Haves Hall.
oratJ72-0277

,, PNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

MR. ED'S PIZZA
.532 JALWOQSTER
352-14*1, let- P^ ICltoHWIDE DELIVERY
NOtS
DELIVERY CHARGE

'it _:-.-..

fflj Sj|

Students interested ka
applying should request an
application from R.V.
Crowell. superintendent of
Carol Morgan School, Apartado 11W. Santo Domingo,
Dominican Republic.
Applications should be
returned by Dec. 1$.

DUSTIN HOFFMAN IN

Tomorrow Night Plantland Presents:

According to Dr, William
A. Peterman. assistant professor of geography and coordinator of the program,
the quarter provides the
student with the means to
fulfill group requirements in
a thematic manner.

is interested In
hiring teachers for the 1V7V
76 school year.
Positions are open for
those qualified in the
following areas: kindergarten and elementary
teachers:
secondary
teachers in mathematics.
science; French, English,
social studies; music;
reading specialists; qualified librarian; principals,
and guidance counselors.

UAO Presents:

]

BARGAIN ADMISSION
FOR ALL PERFORMANCES!
ADULTS $1.00-CHILD 50c

$

I

r

_Republic

CLASSIFIEDS GET RESULTS

BARMAN SAID the first football game be saw was a
television broadcast of the Super Bowl in 1974. shortly
after he arrived in the United SUtes. He said the first
live game he witnessed was this season's opening game
against the University of Dayton.
He said he likes the sport because "there is so much
action In it." He said field hockey, cricket and soccer are
the major sports in India.
Barman, 2*. said he feels too old to play football now
but added. "I wish I was here in high school."
He said he has learned football from watching it and
reading a book of football rules. College football is more
exciting than professional football. Barman said,
because college teams take more risks.

SAVE THAT OLE NEWS

Job openings announced

EVE. AT 700-9.20

The Detective The Rich Widow The Millionaire Father. Assorted
Shady Characters and t Couple of Mysterious Ladies Their Destinies are Untangled in Chinatown

DELIVERY 11:00 A.M. TILL CLOSING

LUNCHEON SPECIALS
HAPPY HOURS
2-5 DAILY 7-9
DARYL HALL

& JOHN OATES

The University of Toledo Fieklhouse
8:OOEM. /Saturday, November 2,1974
TICKETS AT FINDERS RECORDS

YOU HAVE TRIED THE REST...
NOW TRY THE BEST

Get your heads
together.
From one beer lover to another.

mui mi Mrji fine mui num ESS 0r%
InTauiaciM J1'*'"" """"»•

I -——•

IN THE TRADITION OF "THE STING",..
WE PREDICT ACADEMY AWARDS FOR
THIS OUTSTANDING FILM!

RORY GALLAGHER

across from Harshman

The Best in supplies for
Homecoming Weekend

Special
ipecial buests:
Guests:
.i

Bee Gee Bookstore
1424 E. Wooster

i- Belkin Productions Presents

>

GO FALCONS!

ftUSH
CARMEN

Wed., Nov. 13 - 7:30 P.M.

THE
SPORTS ARENA

• Sweatshirts

•Jackets

• Jerseys

• Mascots

• Umbrellas

• Mugs

Ticket* $4 advance, $5 day of show

• Throw away raincoats

On sale Now AT:
FINDER'S RECORDS

(Bowling Grtwrr)
■P

■

,.■>

Even squads collide tomorrow

BG battles for second place
ByDaaCarfkle
Anbliii Seeds Editor
"If my friends could see
me now" was a popular tune
aome years ago. but it
teems to fit Falcon roach
Don Nehlen now.
Tie Falcon grid coach has
made believers out of skep
tlcal preseason prognostics

tors and he has done well
with a group of inexperienced players so far
Tomorrow,
when the
Falcons take on Mid-American Conference rival Ohio
University. Nehlen's crew
will again have a chance to
add another win to the BG
column But again. BG must
battle many injuries and an

underdog role.
Strange is only one word
to describe the Falcons'
situation going into each
game this year Six times in
seven games, the Falcons
have been picked as
underdogs Only last week
did their "string" snap when
BG was favored over the
Marshall Thundering Herd

The BG Nev^J

O PORTS
Page 10
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§ Women's field hockey team
to host Buckeye tournament
By Laarl Leack
Staff Writer
The Bowling Green
women's' field hockey team
will host the annual
"Buckeye"
tournament
tomorrow at Sterling Farm
Field
Other schools involved in
the tournament are Ohio
University. Ohio State, and
Ohio Wesleyan
BG meets Ohio Wesleyan
for the second time in a
week at 1030 am The
Falcons' second match is
scheduled for noon with Ohio
University
THE BUCKEYE Association tournament is individually based rather than

team-based, according to
Falcon mentor Carol
Iniir nt in i Representatives
will be picked on the basis of
this tournament to play on
the Buckeye I and II teams.
Representing Bowling
Green in the tournament are
Stanene Strouss. left wing.
Cheryl Baker, left inner.
Sue Chorman.
center
forward, Ginny McGee.
right inner. Mary Jo Beers,
right
wing.
Cmdv
McDonald, left halfback
Also Mary Kurz. center
halfback; Holly Spittler.
right halfback.
Karen
Williams, left fullback: Lorraine Procarci, right
fullback, and goalie Lynn
Crane. Substitutes will be
Terrie Fair and Becky

Shoup
A much-improved BG
team rolled over Kastern
Michigan.
3-0.
last
Wednesday afternoon at
Sterling Farm Field The
offense made goalie Lynn
Crane's job easy as they
kept Kastern in their own
end of the field most of the
time
MARY KURZ scored the
first goal of the game early
in the first period on a
penalty kick. Captain Ginny
McGee scored the other two
goals
Bowling Green had 26
shots on goal in the contest
while Crane had seven
saves.

BF.SIDF.S BEING underdogs predominately this
year, the BG gridders have
gone into games with
numerous bumps, bruises
and broken bones. With so
many injuries. Nehlen has
made more line-up changes
than an off-track racing
bookie
Nevertheless, the Falcons
have managed four wins,
one more than many persons
predicted at the beginning of
the season Bui the football
squad has come up with
another harassment-the flu
"We've had so much flu
this week that our practice
hasn't been good," Nehlen
said "On Monday Russell
(Joel. Clayton (Kevin), and
Reynolds (Jim) were out
On Tuesday. Jones (Genei
and Kulik (Dave) were out "
BG thus goes against Ol>
with weakened forces.

Tickets
Tickets
for
tomorrow's homecoming football game
against Ohio University
are now on sale at the
Memorial Hall ticket
office
Tickets are priced at
$1 50 for students. S3 for
visiting students and (5
for adults The ticket
office will be open
today from 9 a m -noon
and from 1-5 p.m
Tickets will also be
sold tomorrow at the
west side stadium gate,
beginning at noon. Students must show fall
quarter
validation
cards

Each team has identical 43 overall records and 2-2
league marks, and a win by
either team would guarantee
third or a tie for second in
the MAC According to
Nehlen. this game will set
the pace for the last three
remaining BG games
"THIS GAME means
everything to us." the BG
mentor said. "Last year
they killed us. If we win.
we'll tie for second I don't
know for sure, but I
certainly feel that way."
Neblen had praise for
Ohio's scoring potential,
calling it "as dangerous as
any we've played." He also
said that OU can "put as
many points on the board as
Miami."
Changes in the Falcon
lineup tomorrow include the
insertion of Greg Muzi in the
strong safety spot replacing
Dave Turner In addition, if
injured right defensive end
Bill Whidden is unable to
play. Tom Spann will fill in
Whidden is suffering from a
mild shoulder separation

The Falcon soccer team
will attempt to regain their
winning ways tomorrow
when they travel to Ohio
University for a 2 p m
■■me
Coach Mickey Cochrane's
squad suffered their first
setback of the season last
Wednesday at the University
of Akron, 4-1 The defeat
preserved Akron's 7-0 series
record against BG The loss
also ended a 12 game unbeaten string for the Falcons

that started following a 2-1
loss to the College of
Wooster last year
THE WOOSTER defeat
was the Falcon's only
regular'season setback last
year, and they went on to
become the Ohio Collegiate
Soccer Association (OCSA)
champion and receive a
second straight berth in the
NCAA post-season tournament
While the Akron loss is the
only blemish on the hooter's
8-1-1 slate, the circumstances that surrounded the

7.ip win may have ended any
BG hopes of a return trip to
the NCAA tourney
Although the OCSA
champion is not guaranteed
a tournament berth, the
NCAA selection committee
has traditionally chosen an
Ohio champion
The Falcons were Ohio's
number one squad, and
Akron was ranked number
three prior to last Wednesday's game, but the Zip
upset could cause a reversal
in the positions Cleveland
State, a 2-1 winner over
Akron and a 2-1 loser to BG.

is another possibility for the
top spot
BG will attempt to
improve their tournament
chances tomorrow against
the Bobcats. From a comparative standpoint. OU has
lost to Cleveland State, Kent
si,Hi' and Ohio State-all
Falcon victims

Vault

Harriers face tough test
By Jerry Masek
AtlltUit Sports Editor
Bowling Green's young
cross-country team will try
to make it three in a row this
weekend when they battle 16
other teams in the five-mile
Central Collegiate Conference (CCCI Championships at Indiana University.

Rebounding boofers to tackle Bobcats
By Pete Englehart
si.fl Writer

Dave Preston, kne*» high and a determined look en hit face,
churns for yardage against Marshall last Saturday. Tackle
Gene Jones (70) attempts te block a Herd defender. Preston
needs.only one touchdown te tie a BG season record of 11
held by Paul Miles. (Newsphoto by Mkhoel G. Grene)

goals and five assists this
year
Meanwhile. BG's defensive unit of Doug Leiser.
Glenn Jost, Greg Luthman
and Craig Tesler will
attempt to stop the OU
offensive attack led by
Frank Beodray. Shadrack
Adc.it i and Jeff Blackwell

BOBCAT defensive sUr
Gary Kastner, an all-MidAmerican Conference choice
last season, and cohorts will
attempt to stifle the BG
scoring trio of Bart Hayden.
Bob Boss and Steve Kittelberger who have tallied 12

The Falcon harriers, fresh
from consecutive victories
in the All-Ohio Collegiate
Championships and the
Falcon Invitational, are
expected to be one of the top
six teams in the run for the
title tomorrow The race
starts at 10:30 am at the
Indiana University golf
course
EASTERN Michigan, de
fending Mid-American Conference (MAC) and CCC
champions, should make a
strong showing after placing
second in the recent Notre
Dame Invitational Gordon
Minty. the Hurons' distance
ace from England, was
recently granted another
year's eligibility from the
NCAA, but his scheduled
marriage this weekend may
keep him out of the race.
Other powers in the strong

field include host Indiana.
Southern Illinois. Bowling
Green, the University of
Illinois and Ball State.
Ball State, a strong MAC
contender this season, won a
convincing victory in the
Indiana State Collegiate
meet last week, and bested
the Falcons in a recent fiveteam meet
The Big Ten's University
of Illinois brings three top
runners to the meet-sophomore
Craig
Virgin,
freshman Bill Fritz and onemile track veteran Mike
Durkin
PACED
BY junior
transfer student Tim
Zumbaugh. the Falcons have
shown a steady improvement in their times this
season, and BG coach Mel
Brodt is optimistic about the
last four weeks of the

The Republican Party of Wood County
is proud to present for your vote such
able and experienced candidates.

Dick Rees

Cagers need consistency

RE-ELECT
PAUL W.

RE-ELECT
HAROLD R.

LADD

BATESON

WOOD COUNTY
COMMISSIONER

WOOD COUNTY
AUDITOR

£ to capture MAC crown
By Dick Rees
Assistant Sports Editor
1 was leafing through last year's issues of The News and
noticed the term "roller coaster" was prominent in
basketball stories
The phrase referred to the fact that the Bowling Green
hoopsters had a rather inconsistent season last winter It is
more than apparent to all fans that the Falcons were indeed
an "up-and-down" team during the 1973-74 campaign
In order for BG to have a shot at the Mid-American
Conference (MAC) crown this winter, consistent play must
be prevalent
Consider some occurrences that were part of the Falcons'
season last year After three consecutive wins over Miami.
Central Michigan and Kent State, the hoopsters journeyed to
Western Michigan and were bumped bv a surprising Bronco
team, 89-60
With two straight victories over Cleveland State and

Miami, the Falcons were run off the court in their next
game at Central Michigan
LAST YEAR'S 15-11 record was viewed by many as a
disappointment A closer look at the Falcons' schedule
reveals losses to Michigan, a team which reached the final
eight teams in the NCAA playoffs. Oral Roberts, which also
reached the final eight, Purdue, which won the National
Invitational Tournament iNITI. and two losses to Toledo,
which lost to eventual tourney winner Indiana in overtime in
the Collegiate Commissioners' Tournament
The Falcons were basically a good basketball team last
year They should be better this season But. they must wipe
away the inconsistency that characterized last winter's
action
"I think the team has something to prove this year," head
coach Pat Haley said when practice opened two weeks ago
They will have 26 games in which to prove that they are
deserving of a MAC title But they must be consistent this
season.

season
Barring
injuries,
the
starting Falcons for the
remainder of the season are
senior co-captains Bruce
Vermilyea and Tom
Preston. Zumbaugh. sophomores Dan I hint.HI and Gary
Desjardins and freshmen
Gary Little and Dan
Cartledge
Hounding out the field are
Penn State, Air Force
Central Michigan. Indiana
State. Kent State. Kentucky
State. Loyola, Notre Dame.
Toledo. Wayne State and
Western Michigan
More than 150 runners will
be competing in the CCC.
which was changed from a
six- to a five-mile race this
season It is BG's final
warmup before the MAC
Championships. Nov 9. at
Central Michigan University
in Mt Pleasant. Mich.

n
y

HAROLD R. BATESON

Now completing his first term as commissioner,
Paul ladd brings important experience to county
government He is a successful businessman and
has served the public for 12 years as a Bowling
Green City Councilman. He is by far the best
qualified candidate.

During Harold Bateson's first term as County
Auditor, he has completely modernized the tax
and accounting departments, installing efficient
new payroll and bookkeeping procedures. Harold
is president of the Northwestern Ohio Auditor's
Assn. He is by far the best qualified candidate for
Auditor.

RE-ELECT
RE-ELECT

ELECT

GALE
WILLIAMSON
JUDGE
COURT OF COMMON PLEAS

DELBERTLLATTA

CHARLES KURFESS
FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE

FOR CONGRESS

83rd District

5th District

Wood County Executive Com., Horace Pelton. Bloomdale, Ohio. Vice Chr.

